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“ ...there is no mistaking the importance of 
 last year’s conference as a launching pad 
 for the immediate past, the present still 
 forming and the near future.”

 – Michelle Berryman, IDSA President



A lifetime often passes before us in far smaller      

increments of time than we might expect. Looking back at the last 12 months       

of IDSA activity, our Society appears to have filled at least one lifetime. Maybe      

even more.  

We begin, of course, at the cusp of CONNECTING’07, “the design event of a life-

time.” In assessing its short- and long-term takeaways, the story of these last 12 

months—and the narrative looming for the next 12—begins to unfold. While some 

IDSA connections existed long before CONNECTING’07 stormed the streets of 

San Francisco and others developed independent of it, there is no mistaking the 

importance of last year’s conference as a launching pad for the immediate past, 

the present still forming and the near future. 

For one, the world had an opportunity to meet the Society’s then-new Executive 

Director, Frank Tyneski, IDSA. In his first year on the job, Frank has toured the 

world on behalf of IDSA, energizing members and nonmembers alike with a new 

vibrancy while furthering our core purpose of advancing the profession of industrial 

design through education, information, community and advocacy. He has not op-

erated alone in that pursuit, though.

In this annual report, we’ll trace the work that IDSA’s Board, staff and international 

community of volunteers and sponsors have completed to support our mission 

during the last 12 months. We’ll examine one vast year of Society life and preview 

the lifetime(s) to come for IDSA.  
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After seven years of planning—involving thousands  

of hours of volunteer and staff time—IDSA helped the Inter-

national Council of Societies of Industrial Design (Icsid) bring 

its biennial design congress back to the United States for the 

first time in 22 years. Billed as “the design event of a lifetime,” 

CONNECTING’07 combined the congress with IDSA’s na-

tional conference and education symposium to offer a once-

in-a-generation deep dive into the best design inspiration 

that Conference Chair Bill Moggridge, FIDSA, co-founder of 

IDEO, and his committee could assemble.

Rating the “Design Event of a Lifetime”

Was CONNECTING’07 truly the design event of a lifetime? 

We asked some attendees to tell us. Here is a sampling of 

what they said: 

“I’d never been to a national conference before…It was 

huge. It felt like we had taken over this whole section of 

the town.”
L’Anda Flowers, IDSA, brand environments consultant, 

Chick-fil-A, Atlanta, GA

“I think the phrase ‘design event of a lifetime’ is an over billing 

of what the conference turned out to be…it turned out to be 

about what I expected it to be—a really good conference.”
Jesse Cotterman, IDSA, senior designer, Brooks Stevens, Milwaukee, WI

“Janine Benyus’ ‘Biomimicry’ was a fascinating topic…a 

true paradigm shift. Shaun Jackson’s ‘Designing a Busi-

ness’ presentation was interesting…most designers have 

their own ideas for products, yet don’t always have the 

tools to execute. Sir Ken [Robinson]…I remember almost 

being in tears at the end.”
Mark Schoening, IDSA, product and market development, 

Blount International, Inc., Portland, OR

“Hartmut Esslinger presented a really quantifiable view of the 

future…Cat Chow was a curious and memorable spice in 

the meal.”
Clark Lundell, IDSA, head, Department of Industrial Design, 

Auburn University, Auburn, AL

Reflecting on CONNECTING’07

“I valued the emphasis on design moving out of ‘product 

development’ and moving into ‘design thinking’ as an ap-

proach to problem solving for the bottom line as well as an 

organizational structure.”
Zoey Juhng, IDSA, design director, Bresslergroup, Philadelphia, PA

“I would have liked to see more business people in the audi-

ence, and, more importantly, to see them on stage and hear 

their points of view on how they see design and how we 

could work together better and more often.”
Manuel Saez, IDSA, design director, Humanscale, New York, NY

“It’s nice to hear what’s going on in design education. I find 

a lot of times when you get into the business, there’s a lot 

of interest in ROI, implementation and technology. With the 

educators, you get a more clear, novel line of thinking that 

shows how design fits into the greater community…It was 

interesting to see how open and fresh the processes are at 

the design studios. The firms may not build as deep a reser-

voir of expertise as we do when we specialize on a product, 

but I was impressed by the agility and spirit they have.”
David Bingham, IDSA, interaction design manager, 

General Electric, Louisville, KY

Truth be told, it will be the connections made at the confer-

ence—and the potential power of their sustainability—that will 

ultimately reveal how successful the conference was in living 

up to its billing. It will not be replicated for another generation. 

And its plumes will trail after IDSA for years to come. 

 Perhaps, we’ll get a sense of the conference’s impact 

through the activity that takes place in Phoenix in September 

2008 at Polar Opposites: Mediating the Space Between Po-

sitions in Design, which, as of this writing, is being vigorously 

planned and thought out by Conference Chair Craig Vogel, 

FIDSA, director/center for design research at the University of 

Cincinnati, his team of volunteers and IDSA’s national staff.
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CONNECTING’07    
Conference Committee

Bill Moggridge, FIDSA
Conference Chair

Ed Dorsa, IDSA 
Education Symposium Chair

Rick English
Video Team Chair

Bart Haney, IDSA
Tours and Receptions Chair

Kit Hinrichs
Identity/Graphics Chair

Joel Katzowitz
Gallery/Environments Chair 

Tom Keegan, IDSA
Co-Chair of Fun

John Kiechel
Co-Chair of Fun

Nathan Shedroff, IDSA
San Francisco Resources Chair

Leslie Speer, IDSA
International Education Liaison

Scott Underwood
Music Chair

Steve Wilcox, FIDSA 
Professional Selection   
Committee Chair
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A good portion of the IDSA lifetime we’ve just witnessed is contained 

in the stories of our existing programs. Whether surveying consultants, celebrating 

our distinguished members, intervening in important design patent litigation or co-

sponsoring design competitions, IDSA continues to lead a robust existence. 

Traditions of Rewarding Excellence

In what has become a valued tradition at each IDSA National Conference, the 

Society bestows a series of awards and surprises our newest Fellows with a 

raucous induction ceremony. In San Francisco, IDSA’s Academy of Fellows wel-

comed JohnPaul Kusz, FIDSA, co-founder of the Center for Sustainable Enter-

prise at the Illinois Institute of Technology’s Stuart Graduate School of Business; 

George McCain, FIDSA, professor emeritus, University of Washington; and Bob 

Schwartz, FIDSA, general manager, global design at GE Healthcare. Tom David, 

FIDSA, professor, Milwaukee Institute of Art & Design, and Charles Wallschlaeger, 

L/IDSA, professor emeritus, The Ohio State University, each received IDSA’s Educa-

tor Award. Additionally, the Society presented a posthumous Personal Recognition 

Award to Walter Dorwin Teague and a Special Recognition Award to Mr. Kook-Hyun 

Chung for his work developing the Samsung Design Management Program. 

IDSA also continued its tradition of fortifying the brilliant potential of young design-

ers by awarding Undergraduate Scholarships to Spencer Nugent, Brigham Young 

University, and Michael Serafin, University of Illinois-Chicago. The scholarship pro-

gram is funded by contributions to the Design Foundation, headed by Nancy Per-

kins, FIDSA. 

Beyond offering financial help, IDSA also helped create space for the next genera-

tion of designers to test their imaginations by endorsing Microsoft’s Next-Gen PC 

Design Competition and Dyson’s Eye for Why Competition—two branded contests 

with rich heritages. In this year’s Next-Gen competition, socialization emerged as 

a key theme in the UI of the winning entries. A multi-user, multi-interface, modular 

PC designed to enhance the collaborative abilities of creative professionals; a PC 

aimed at fostering positive social values in preschool children; and a PC concept 

integrating the form of traditional book for enthusiastic travelers claimed the top 

three places in the 2008 edition of Next-Gen.

The top finishers in the Dyson Eye for Why competition encompassed a wide range 

of user needs, including a faster, more efficient solution for raking leaves; a safer 

cycling solution for tri-athletes that improves performance; a dignified solution for 

Yesterday  & Today
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extracting breast milk; a stylized hearing aid that works in synchronicity with the 

user’s cell phone; a two-chamber water purifier that allows for instant water access 

and easy transport; and an easily assembled, space-efficient temporary shelter for 

use by displaced residents. 

For the 28th installment of IDSA’s own International Design Excellence Awards 

(IDEA), co-sponsored by BusinessWeek, the jurying phase of the competition fea-

tured 3D judging for the first time in the history of the award. Led by Jury Chair 

Alistair Hamilton, IDSA, 20 world-class designers touched and felt their way 

through a rigorous two days of evaluations in Washington, DC and awarded 205 

IDEA honors to products and concepts from 34 countries. The IDEA program also 

executed its first internationally franchised design competition, IDEA/Brasil, which 

celebrated 53 designs in 18 categories of Brasilian design. 

The Chapter Check-In

Somewhere between the esteemed veterans of the profession and the fresh-faced 

designers just beginning their careers are the vast majority of IDSA members who 

practice, educate and comprise our rich collection of chapters. Those chapters, as 

always, barely took a moment to rest during the last 12 months. 

In the early fall, IDSA Boston excavated the city’s design history and IDSA-RM 

(Rocky Mountain) shuttled speakers between its two hubs in Denver and Salt Lake 

City. The Chicago, MN and WI chapters gathered for a belated Tri-Chapter BBQ 

in Wisconsin’s Kettle Moraine State Park. Back home in Illinois, Chicago’s Urban 

Breakout Series featured Michael Wurth, IDSA discussing the role of design in the 

retail environment and the team at The Carlson Group sharing their insights on how 

to build brand equity through partnership. IDSA-LA’s of-NOTE* series resumed 

for fall sessions with Bob Brunner, IDSA and Angela Yeh, IDSA, respectively. 

Bernard Gonzalez, IDSA opened his home to his fellow IDSA-MN members for 

a Halloween costume party. The Carolina Chapter conducted its Annual Portfolio 

Review at North Carolina State University for designers and designers-to-be. The 

Boston Chapter hosted the third edition of its annual Green Design Conference 

and the Kansas City Chapter partnered with the American Institute of Architects 

to sponsor a lecture from a firm that has been instrumental in rebuilding the Gulf 

Coast following Hurricane Katrina.  

Just before the holidays, IDSA-OR teamed with the Art Institute of Portland to host 

a workshop aimed at challenging designers to rethink their workspaces. IDSA- 
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Texas book-ended a design exhibition at the Austin Museum 

of Art by moderating a discussion with featured designers 

and hosting a happy hour. Following a chapter meeting, IDSA 

Northwest took members on a tour of Boeing’s Customer 

Experience Center, where they explored the design collabo-

rations between Boeing and Teague. IDSA Boston capped 

another year with its annual Holiday Wrap Party to benefit the 

kids at the Boston Medical Center Pediatric Ward. 

The Texas Chapter kicked off the calendar year with the 10th 

annual Design Odyssey in Houston. 

Meanwhile, the Boston Chapter underwent a design revival 

with the Rev. Shane McCraig to launch their 2008 slate of 

events. IDSA-OR summoned designers in Portland to learn 

how they could make good on their resolutions for profession-

al advancement. The Mid-Atlantic Chapter imported Ecolect 

Co-Founder Matt Grigsby, IDSA to share his insights about 

sustainable design. In Provo, the Rocky Mountain Chapter 

celebrated the work of two dozen area designers with the 

second installment of the IDSA-RM Design Exhibition.

IDSA’s Western PA Chapter ushered in the spring by pairing 

with the Pittsburgh chapter of AIGA to host an evening with 

Tucker Viemeister, FIDSA. The Carolina Chapter sponsored 

a meet and greet just before NC State’s Art to Wear Fash-

ion Show. On the west coast, IDSA-LA asked members to 

prepare their best elevator pitches for an education event at 

Cal State Long Beach and challenged members to design 

a better paper cup. In an effort to keep its vastly spread-out 

membership connected, the Texas Chapter convened a so-

cial event in Lafayette, LA.

For the third consecutive year, IDSA.NYC sponsored highly 

visible and incredibly valuable exhibit space at ICFF for mem-

bers—this year going off-site as well to co-host an interdisci-

plinary exhibit with RUBIN CHAPELLE. The Kansas City Chap-

ter toured a company that deals in recycled wood to learn 

more about how to live (and work) green. In Boston, Eleven, 

Essential and Vessel partnered to host IDSA Boston’s first true 

studio crawl. Finally, this spring, Chicago members competed 

in the inaugural edition of the Iron Sketch showdown.

While this recounting of IDSA’s chapter events may appear to 

be exhaustive, it’s only a partial retelling of all that our chap-

ters engaged in during the last 12 months. They’re a busy 

batch of designers—this year, next year and every year.

On Campus (And Off)

IDSA’s chapters aren’t the only local entities that were (pardon 

the pun) industrious last year. The Society’s student chapters 

and their schools were similarly active during the months cov-

ered in the report. 

Just as the South Bend leaves began to turn color, Notre 

Dame played host to an exhibition of Virgil Exner’s classic 

car designs. Before their holiday breaks, San Francisco State 

University convened its 15th Annual Portfolio Night and the 

Rhode Island School of Design (RISD) conducted a seminar 

and case study session with visiting Harvard professor Ro-

berto Verganti. 

The spring semester at the University of Illinois at Chicago 

(UIC) began with an all-day workshop lead by Rob Wurm, 

IDSA. Representatives from nearly 60 companies gathered 

at Carnegie Mellon to gauge the school’s talent as part of the 

annual Confluence Design Career Days. Members of IDSA’s 

Arizona State University chapter trekked across town to meet 

Dr. Paolo Soleri and tour his live/workspace. 

RISD’s student chapter launched one of the best new design 

blogs of the year and introduced itself to the RISD community 

at the local Nerd Night. IDSA’s Chicago Chapter and UIC part-

nered to provide Chicagoland students with a matter-of-fact 

workshop about what it takes to have a career as a designer. 

Brooks Stevens and Beyond Design hosted showcases of 

local ID students from University of Wisconsin-Stout and Pur-

due, respectively. Last, and never least, Savannah College of 
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Art and Design (SCAD) collaborated on a months-long proj-

ect that saw SCAD students present at VTech’s home office 

in Hong Kong—where three SCAD students were offered po-

sitions with the firm.

Advocating and Educating

During the past year, IDSA constructed two of the four pillars 

of our Core Purpose—advocating and educating—with the 

help of our special interest sections, local champions and our 

national staff. 

Last fall, Design Protection Section Co-Chair Perry Saidman, 

Affiliate IDSA filed an Amicus Curiae (friend of the court) 

brief on behalf of IDSA to support a rehearing of Arminak v. 

Calmar, a case which threatened to put all design patents 

at risk by undermining the 1871 Gorham v. White standard 

that defines observer status, which governs how patents are 

evaluated. Saidman and the section also prepared a brief for 

the Egyptian Goddess v. Swisa en banc hearing by the Fed-

eral Circuit Court of Appeals. The questions being considered 

in that case—such as “Should the point of novelty be a test 

for infringement of a design patent?” and “Should claim con-

struction be required in design patent cases? If so, what role 

should it play?”—make it the biggest design patent case of 

the modern era. 

IDSA performed its role as educator in both the physical and 

virtual worlds. The Society once again endorsed and partici-

pated in the CII-NID Summit, a conference sponsored by the 

Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) and the National Institute 

of Design (NID) aimed at maintaining a dialogue with the ID 

community in India. In the US, IDSA hosted a panel discussion 

at CES devoted to unlocking the mysteries of how to create 

best-selling products and co-hosted a workshop with Sonic 

Rim that sought to demystify the process of co-creation.

Online, IDSA’s Human Factors Section blog, moderated by 

Rob Tannen, IDSA, overhauled its layout and rechristened 

itself as www.designingforhumans.com. Both measures com-
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bined to make the blog easier to read and easier to locate. 

Tannen continued his several-times-a-week rate of posting 

to the blog. The quality of posts and frequency of activity on 

the Human Factors blog makes it the most prominent among 

IDSA blogs—which are beginning to be used more and more 

by our chapters and sections. In some cases, those entities 

have adopted blogs as easier methods of communicating with 

their constituents. In others, blogs are giving some entities an 

online presence for the very first time. In the months to come, 

look for IDSA’s own blogosphere to be expanded and better 

connected via the new www.idsa.org.  

To close out its fourth year, the Designer Spotlight Series, 

produced again by a partnership between IDSA and Micro-

soft, delivered world-class design minds to desktops of us-

ers all over the world. During the last 12 months, Leatrice 

Eiseman, Affiliate IDSA, director, Eiseman & Associates, 

unlocked the mysteries of color as it relates to product devel-

opment; Darrin Caddes, IDSA, vice president of corporate 

design at Plantronics, Inc., explored methods for creating inti-

mate relationships between products and the end-user; Rob 

Tannen, IDSA, director of research at Bresslergroup, used 

CONNECTING’07 as a vehicle to consider service design 

methodologies; John Barratt, IDSA, president and CEO of 

Teague, challenged discontented designers to act as agents 

of change; and Katherine McCoy, FIDSA and Michael Mc-

Coy, IDSA, partners in McCoy & McCoy Associates, part-

nered on a deep dive into people-centered design methods.

To open its fifth year, the Designer Spotlight Series featured 

Peter Bressler, FIDSA, founder of Bresslergroup, sharing 

his own secrets for successfully pursuing residual income; 

Bill Buxton, IDSA, of Microsoft Research, contemplating the 

state (and future) of experience design; Kimberly Elam, from 

Studio Resource, exploring the Geometry of Design; Celso 

Santos of Rio 21 Design, lifting the skirt of the Brasilian de-

sign community for a very personal look at ID in what is ar-

guably the world’s largest invisible country; Brett Lovelady, 

IDSA, founder of Astro Studios, laying out a process for ef-

fectively building and maintaining a design culture within a 

firm or corporation; and Bryce Rutter, PhD, IDSA, founder of 

Metaphase Design Group; telling the story of the human hand 

and how its own rich narrative can be leveraged to design 

better, more profitable products.

The District Conference Series

IDSA’s elected leaders and staff used the 2008 District Con-

ference Series as an incubator to evaluate the programming 

offered to the more than 1,600 attendees who swarmed Sa-

vannah, Philadelphia, Kansas City, Columbus and Portland in 

the spring. Executive Director Frank Tyneski, IDSA attended 

all five conferences to gain first-hand user experience and 

collect suggestions for how IDSA should endeavor to rede-

sign design. Following the conferences, our five District Vice 

Presidents convened a summit with IDSA staffers to rebuild 

and revise the template by which the conferences are ad-

ministered. This year’s conference series also birthed a col-

laboration with Lextant whereby the firm employed a brief, 

intensely focused research exercise to capture and process 

the types of conversations that take place at the conferences 

and transformed valuable designer feedback into a series of 

actionable suggestions for creating the ideal design commu-

nity for young professionals. 

Speaking of young professionals, the 2008 District Confer-

ences also recognized the best and brightest of the nation’s 

ID programs as our Student Merit Winners (District winners 

are italicized on next page.)

For the second consecutive year, the Midwest District Con-

ference presented Midwest Honors (sponsored by Herman 

Miller) to Bryce Rutter, PhD, IDSA, Steve Belletire, IDSA 

and Natalie Schraufnagel. Look for that awards program to 

be replicated in all districts in 2009. 
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Mideast Student Merit Winners
Lee Byron, Carnegie Mellon University 
Erin Lavigne, College for Creative Studies  
Patrick Gavin, Cranbrook Academy of Art 
Richard Hagee, Columbus College of Art & Design
Jon Hamm, Kendall College of Art & Design
William Herweh, University of Cincinnati
Sarah Park, The Ohio State University 
Rury Vizcarra, Western Michigan University 

Midwest Student Merit Winners
Haseeb Ahmed, Art Institute of Chicago 
Rebecca Buck, Columbia College Chicago
Ashley Ceniceros, University of Notre Dame
Ryan Jansen, Southern Illinois University 
Timothy Parmer, University of Wisconsin-Stout
Colin Randall, University of Kansas 
Natalie Schraufnagel, Milwaukee Institute of Art & Design 
Michael Serafin, University of Illinois-Chicago 
Chris Sweet, Purdue University   
Noah Wangerin, University of Illinois-Urbana/Champaign 
 
Northeast Student Merit Winners
Mariola Costa, Rochester Institute of Technology 
Jennifer Garrett, Philadelphia University  
Matthew Kolb, Kean University 
Brian Kelly, University of the Arts  
Lavenia Manea, Carleton University 
Joel Miller, University of Bridgeport 
Jennifer Rodenhouse, Syracuse University
Cali Schottenfeld, Rhode Island School of Design
Cory Smith, Wentworth Institute of Technology
Paul Sukphisit, Massachusetts College of Art
Letao Tao, Art Institute of Philadelphia 
Wesly Tong, Pratt Institute 
 
Southern Student Merit Winners
Ishmael Adams, Savannah College of Art & Design 
Coral Blanche, Auburn University  
Brenden Macaluso, University of Houston
Francisco Molina, Art Institute of Fort Lauderdale 
Smith Newnam, North Carolina State University
Sarah O’Brien, University of Louisiana-Lafayette
Garrett Simmer, Georgia Institute of Technology 
Andrew Valentine, Virginia Polytechnic Institute
Robert Ward, Appalachian State University 
 
Western Student Merit Winners
Young Bang, Academy of Art University  
Franklin Crosby, Metropolitan State College of Denver
Jason Farsai, California State University-Long Beach
Eric Fields, Arizona State University  
Yeki Giles, San Jose State University 
Dustin Griffith, Art Institute of Colorado 
Jeffrey Jones, Art Center College of Design
Gabriel Lamb, California College of the Arts
Michael McParland, San Francisco State University 
Andres M. Parada, Brigham Young University 
Kevin Rucier, Art Institute of Portland  
Allen Tsai, Western Washington University 
Scott Tsukamaki, University of Washington

Saying Goodbye

IDSA and the ID community also said goodbye to a 

few key figures in our own community during these 

past 12 months.

Mike Kammermeyer, one half of the team who built the 

industrial design program at California State University 

at Long Beach (CSULB), lost a 10-year battle with can-

cer on Sept. 22. In addition to constructing and devel-

oping the school’s ID program, he was celebrated—

like many great educators—for teaching generations 

of designers how to think.

James M. Alexander, FIDSA, who headed one of the 

three organizations that merged to form IDSA, died 

on Oct. 23. In addition to his term as president of the 

Industrial Design Education Association (IDEA) from 

1961-63, he also served IDSA as education commit-

tee chair, vice president and secretary. He shaped the 

careers and lives of hundreds of students at the Uni-

versity of Cincinnati from 1961-89.

Viktor Schreckengost, L/IDSA, one of the last re-

maining members of the founding generation of the 

field of industrial design, passed away on Jan. 26 at the 

age of 101. His iconic body of work is famous all over 

the world—including pieces that made their way to the 

White House—yet he may best be remembered for the 

decades of leadership and mentorship he offered to 

students at the Cleveland Institute of Art (CIA). 
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In the course of a life, there is what happened, what is happening 

and what will happen. During these last 12 months, the holy surprise of right now 

has been the variety of new programs and new entities which have sprung up or 

have finally been realized. 

Community Convergence

Perhaps the largest new initiative to appear on the IDSA horizon is the Connexx 

program. Championed by Section VP Brian Roderman, IDSA, Chapter VP Jona-

thon Kemnitzer, IDSA and Education VP Ed Dorsa, IDSA, Connexx enables sec-

tions, chapters, educators and students to collaborate on program development 

in a way that fosters content co-creation and provides more community building 

opportunities. Not only does Connexx provide the financial and logistical infra-

structure for facilitating collaborations, it enables each entity to deliver programs 

via multiple platforms. 

Shortly after announcing the launch of Connexx, IDSA welcomed two brand new 

chapters: IDSA-St. Louis and IDSA Rhode Island (IDSA-RI). In the Midwest, the St. 

Louis design community matured to the point that its members were no longer be-

ing effectively served by long-distance participation in IDSA’s Chicago or Kansas 

City Chapters. New officers Ken Harris, IDSA, chapter chair; Heath Doty, IDSA, 

vice-chair; Effrosini (Annie) Karayiannis, IDSA, secretary; and Josh Salcman, 

IDSA, treasurer, seized on that growth as an opportunity to expand IDSA and build 

a more meaningful way for their ID community to interact and sustain itself. On the 

East Coast, Rhode Island’s government, academic community and the private sector 

have become more intricately aligned in recent years and have developed a need for 

local agencies to shepherd those relationships to benefit everyone involved. To that 

end, IDSA-RI Chair Matt Grigsby, IDSA, Advisory Committee Member Aidan Petrie, 

IDSA, Communications Chair Andy Cutler, Affiliate IDSA and Secretary-Treasurer 

Andrea Larocque, IDSA teamed up to create a new IDSA chapter which could serve 

as a key support beam for Rhode Island’s business and creative infrastructure. 

At the same time we welcomed two new chapters, we bid farewell to two oth-

ers—Connecticut and Tennessee Valley—and witnessed the triumphant rebirth of 

a third. In the cases of Connecticut and Tennessee Valley, IDSA moved to dissolve 

each due to a lack of volunteer leaders, a consistent lack of activity from those 

chapters or an inability to effectively serve members given a chapter’s geographical 

borders. IDSA members in those areas have been realigned with chapters that are 

active and will be able to provide them with more meaningful content and stronger 

connections with their fellow IDSA members.

New Day (Brand New Stuff)

IDSA Chapters
Alberta
Antony Gellion, IDSA
agellion@maas-ac.org

Arizona 
Dosun Shin, IDSA
dotson@hanmail.net 

Atlanta 
Devin L. Moore, IDSA
devin@bigbangip.com

Boston 
Sam Aquillano, IDSA
samaquillano@yahoo.com 

Carolina 
Chris Parke, IDSA
cparkeidsa@gmail.com

Central New York 
Robert Englert, IDSA
rob@ramidinc.com

Chicago 
Emily Gensheimer, IDSA
emily.gensheimer@sanford.com

Florida 
Elie Man, IDSA
eliemman@gmail.com

Indiana
James Spaulding, IDSA
james.spaulding@jsdesignconcepts.com

Kansas City 
John Stram, IDSA
jstram1@hallmark.com 

Los Angeles 
Max Beach, IDSA
mbeach@impactda.com 

Michigan 
Tommy Knight
tomk@borisch.com

Mid-Atlantic 
Scott D. Mason, IDSA
smason@davidedward.com 

Minnesota 
Jason Lindke, IDSA
jason@worrell.com

New York 
Meredith Goodwin Bajaj, IDSA
meredithgoodwin@gmail.com
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The Indiana Chapter found itself on the verge of meeting a 

similar fate, before James Spaulding, IDSA and members of 

the Indiana ID community rallied to breathe new life into their 

chapter. Since an April meeting to rejuvenate the chapter, 

Michael Verdone, IDSA; Andrew Mendenhall, IDSA and Ty 

Adams, IDSA have been named as vice-chairs and work has 

begun on the chapter’s new web site as well as on building a 

schedule of social and educational events for IDSA members 

in the Hoosier State. 

Overall, IDSA’s chapter and section leaders once again duti-

fully accepted the workloads tasked to each of our volunteer 

leaders. There are many new names on this list—as well as a 

few familiar ones. 

Among their first tasks upon taking office, all of IDSA’s elected 

and volunteer leaders were challenged to reach out to their fel-

low designers to grow IDSA’s membership ranks. In a little over 

five weeks, our new leaders (plus some of our existing friends) 

convinced 30 designers to take the steps that allow them to 

enjoy all the benefits IDSA provides to industrial designers.

Greater Responsibilities

Service is the top priority of any professional association. It in-

cludes everything from simply creating touch points for mem-

bers to connect with each other to providing the opportunity 

to obtain health insurance coverage. For years, members 

have inquired about the possibility of an IDSA-backed health 

insurance program. Through the launch of the Society’s part-

nership with Fractured Atlas, a non-profit organization serv-

ing the US community of artists and arts organizations, IDSA 

members are now eligible to become free associate mem-

bers of the organization. By joining Fractured Atlas, IDSA 

members have access to a range of benefits available to 

their members—including health insurance, liability insurance 

and publicity services. Additionally, a partnership with the 

Freelancers Union enables members serving in an indepen-

dent capacity additional access to health, dental and disabil-

ity insurance. 

Northern Ohio 
Jack W. Gee II, IDSA
jack.gee@royalappliance.com

Northwest 
Lindsey K. Berdan, IDSA
lindsey.berdan@fluke.com

Oregon 
Scott Peterson, IDSA
scottp@spdcorp.com

Philadelphia 
Tom Powers, IDSA
tpowers@definitive-design.com

Rhode Island
Matt Grigsby, IDSA
matt@ecolect.net

Rocky Mountain 
David Klein, IDSA
kleind@mscd.edu

San Francisco 
Charlie Sheldon, IDSA
charlie@idsa-sf.org

Southern Ohio 
Matt Miller, IDSA
mmille16@eesus.jnj.com

St. Louis 
Ken Harris, IDSA
kharris@fredsparksdesign.com 

Texas 
Julie Heard, IDSA
julie@mixergroup.com

Western Pennsylvania
Anthony D. Shoemaker, IDSA
tonys@ballydesign.com

Wisconsin 
Chevis Watkinson, IDSA
cheviswatkinson@muderlakde-
sign.com

IDSA Professional Interest 
Sections
Consumer Electronics 
Chris Hammond, IDSA
chammond@kascope.com

Design for the Majority
Leslie E. Speer, IDSA
leslie.speer@sjsu.edu

Design History 
Bret H. Smith, IDSA
smithbh@mail.auburn.edu 

Design Management 
Steve Russak, IDSA
srussak@kaz.com

Design Protection 
Cooper C. Woodring, FIDSA
cw@stx.rr.com 

Design Research 
Marty Gage, IDSA
mgage@lextant.com

Diversity 
Nancy Perkins, FIDSA
njperkins@bellsouth.net

Ecodesign 
Philip White, IDSA
p.white@asu.edu

Human Factors 
Stephen Wilcox, PhD, FIDSA
sbw@dscience.com

Interaction Design 
Bill Mak, IDSA
wbm1@mac.com

Materials & Processes 
Warren Ginn, IDSA
warrenginn@erols.com

Medical Products 
Tor Alden, IDSA
tor@hs-design.com

Product Development 
James W. Kendall, IDSA
james_w_kendall@whirlpool.com

Sage 
William C. Bullock, FIDSA
wbullock@uiuc.edu

Universal Design 
James Mueller, IDSA
jlminc@earthlink.net

Young Professionals
Lauren Serota, IDSA
Lauren@lextant.com
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Health insurance is only one issue on which IDSA took a 

greater stand during the last 12 months. In endorsing The 

Designers Accord, the Society became one of the dozens of  

organizations, firms, companies and educational institutions 

who have pledged to not only advocate for more sustainable 

business practices, but to identify the best practices to green 

our own operations. The first step we took was to certify the 

publication of our monthly newsletter, Design Perspectives 

(DP), as being done in the most holistically environmentally 

appropriate possible manner. Each issue of DP is now printed 

according to the standards of the Forest Stewardship Coun-

cil (FSC). We also offer, after many membership requests, the 

option of receiving DP as a PDF. In the first few months of 

making the newsletter available electronically, we’ve grown 

our green distribution list to just under 100. If you’re not get-

ting DP as a PDF, we encourage you to consider that option.  

And IDSA’s upcoming election will be handled electronically 

as well, instead of printing and mailing ballot packages.  

You don’t need us to tell you that sustainability remains a 

hot topic of conversation among both the blognoscenti and 

the cocktail parties that often precede design events around 

the world. IDSA endorsed Dell’s first-ever ReGeneration Sus-

tainable Computing Technology Competition to encourage a 

multi-modal dialogue about sustainability practices and stan-

dards. The conversation started, in part, with the award-win-

ning booth Dell hosted at CONNECTING’07 and continued 

through the competition, which featured a sidebar contest 

on Facebook to design a visual identity for the sustainability 

movement. 

For years, IDSA’s Design Protection Section has led the charge 

to preserve design patent law, mostly through filing briefs. In 

the Spring of 2008, the section’s leaders, Perry Saidman, 

Affiliate IDSA and Cooper Woodring, FIDSA, hosted the 

first-ever Expert Witness Seminar, which provided an intense 

two-day primer for nine highly-decorated, esteemed design-

ers on the process of testifying in design patent litigation. 

Showcasing the Design Community

Going green was the most significant story about DP’s pages, 

but it was not necessarily the biggest (or only) development 

within its pages during the last 12 months. With the debut 

of the IDSA-versary List, the Society has carved out some 

space to celebrate members for their long (and not-so-long) 

standing loyalty to IDSA. Each issue of DP now features a list 

of the members celebrating their 5-, 10-, 15-, 20-, 25-, 30- 

and 30+ year anniversaries that month. 

We’ve also allocated space in the newsletter—and online—

for two new interview series: WHOSNEXT and Patron_Edge. 

Both excerpt in DP and drill deeper on idsa.org. Both mark a 

new opportunity for IDSA to expose the ID community (per-

haps the world) to some of the brightest young-ish talent (in 

the case of WHOSNEXT) and some of the most active, most 

brilliant design organizations (in the case of Patron_Edge) 

working today. 
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While the 12 months ahead represent a brand new lifetime                      

(or lifetimes) for IDSA, they are naturally rooted in the 12 months that have just 

passed (and the years before that). In the case of what there is to look forward to in 

2009, some rock solid foundational work has been laid. Much of that is attributable 

to the massive commitments of time and energy made by our volunteer Board of 

Directors.

During the spring and summer that have just passed, IDSA’s Nomination and Elec-

tion Committee—led by Chair Bruce Claxton, FIDSA, Katherine Bennett, IDSA 

and Ron Kemnitzer, FIDSA—collected commitments from an impressively strong 

slate of candidates to comprise the ballot for this fall’s election, which will yield ID-

SA’s 2009–2010 Board of Directors and National Officers. This will be arguably the 

most important election in IDSA’s history as the implementation of last election’s 

Bylaws changes will allow members to vote—for the first (and possibly only) time 

in Society history—for IDSA’s next president and the officer who will automatically 

succeed that person. 

Before votes are cast, the current Board—under the advisement of a specially 

convened task force including Eric Anderson, IDSA, Jonathan Dien, IDSA and 

Sarah Thielman, IDSA—will complete the updating of IDSA’s strategic plan for the 

near-term future. That plan will lean on recently collected data from the short study 

Lextant conducted for us this year, as well as insight gleaned from recent evalua-

tions of the Society by IDSA’s membership.

Lastly, IDSA secured a contract for a new database this past year. This set the 

stage for a staggering transition that remains in progress. The Society is working 

to both convert to the new database and complete a long-overdue overhaul of its 

web site. That overhaul, as of this writing, is ongoing, as we calculate the needs 

and desires of members in order to build one valuable measure of what the re-

vamped web site will need to accomplish. The early stages of the web site revamp 

will be rolled out at the national conference in Phoenix this fall.

All of that—the existing programs, the new programs and the still-developing ini-

tiatives—would not be possible were it not for the continued generosity of IDSA’s 

Patrons and Sponsors.

Tomorrow (What’s Next)

IDSA Board of Directors
Michelle Berryman, IDSA  
michelle@echoviz.com  
President    

Eric Anderson, IDSA   
ea@andrew.cmu.edu  
Executive Vice President   

Paul Magee, IDSA   
mageep@diebold.com  
Secretary/Treasurer    
 
Ron Kemnitzer, FIDSA  
rkemnitz@vt.edu   
Board Chair    
  
Jonathon Kemnitzer, IDSA  
jkemnitzer@kemstudio.com  
Chapter VP    
 
Ed Dorsa, IDSA   
dorsa@vt.edu
Education VP

Brian Roderman, IDSA
broderman@in2innovation.com
Section VP

Heather Bailey, IDSA
savannahpiedaterre@gmail.com
Southern District VP

Jonathan Dien, IDSA
jonathandien@gravitytank.com
Midwest VP

Ken Sprick. IDSA
ksprick@sprickcreative.com
Western District VP

Sarah Thielman, IDSA
thielman.sl@pg.com
Mideast District VP

Angela Yeh, IDSA
angela@yehideology.com
Northeast District VP
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Charter Patrons
Black & Decker 
Crown 
IDEO
IDI/Innovations & Development Inc.
ZIBA Design

Patrons
Altitude, Inc.
BMW Group DesignworksUSA
Bresslergroup
Cesaroni Design Associates Inc.
Cheskin
Continuum
Dell Computer Corp.
Design Central
Design Concepts
Design Science 
Eastman Chemical Co.
Fitch
Franke Kindred Canada 
frog design
Hewlett-Packard
HumanCentric
Insight Product Development 
Item Group 
Jerome Caruso Design, Inc.
Kimberly-Clarke
lextant
LPK
Lunar Design Inc.
M3 Design, Inc. 
Metaphase Design Group 
Microsoft Corp.
Moen, Inc.
Motorola Inc.
PDT
Pitney Bowes
Procter & Gamble
Radius Product Development
RTC
SABIC Innovative Plastics
Samsung Electronics Co.
Smart Design
Teague
Tupperware Corp.
Whirlpool Corp.

2007 National Conference 
Sponsors
Silver Sponsors   
Autodesk–Alias Design
Continuum
Eastman InnovationLab
frog design
GE
Jump Associates
Pitney Bowes
Phillips Plastics
RitaSue Siegel Resources 
(Aquent)
Smart Design
ZIBA Design

Gold Sponsors
IBM 
LG Electronics, Inc.
Design Korea 2007

Platinum Sponsors
BMW Group DesignworksUSA
ChaseDesign
Dell Experience Design Group
Dow Corning
ExxonMobil Chemical
Herman Miller
Hewlett-Packard
IDEO
Microsoft
Motorola
Pentagram
Procter & Gamble
Samsung Electronics 
Steelcase
Tupperware
Whirlpool 

Education Symposium  
Sponsors
Autodesk – Alias Design
Eastman InnovationLab

Additional Sponsors
BusinessWeek
Core77
Copesetic 
Daka International Ltd. 
DuPont Performance Materials
Eastman Innovation Lab
Pininfarina
Plastics News
z becky brown, inc.

District Conference Sponsors
Mideast
Autodesk
Bally Design
Bayer MaterialScience
Continuum
Core77
Design Central
Design Within Reach
DS SolidWorks
Ethicon Endo-Surgery, Inc.
Fitch 
ID Magazine
IMAGINiT
Interactions
Laser Reproductions
Lextant
Priority Designs
Procter & Gamble
SonicRim
WACOM

Midwest
3 Axis
AIA—Kansas City 
AIGA—Kansas City
Beyond Design
Boulevard Brewing
Brooks Stevens
Bunkspeed
Core77
Designcraft
Dimensional Innovations
Electrolux
Encompas
Fred Sparks Design
Garmin International
gravitytank
Herman Miller
IMAGINiT
KEM Studio
Kimberly Clark
KMDi
Kohler
KU Design 
Martin Logan
Metaphase
Morrow Design
PDT
Prototype Solutions
Puma
Reveal
TEAMS Design
University of Kansas
Venture Industrial Products
Vessel Ideation
WACOM
Whirlpool
Worrell

Northeast
Altitude
Bose
Bresslergroup
CADD Edge
Continuum
Core77
dane decor
Design Science
Essential
HS Design, Inc.
Interactions
ITEM
Joel Katz Design
Lextant
Premium Color Group
Propeller
ReadyMade
Synergis
WACOM

Southern
Big Design
Core77
Eastman InnovationLab
JCB Manufacturing
Play Power
Propane Creative 
SCAD
SEDA
WACOM

Western
Art Institute of Portland
Beerchips
Bunkspeed
Core77
FlatHED
frog design
General Assembly
IrisInk
IMAGINiT
Livewire
Lompoc Breweries
Luxology
MacPac
Moeller
Proto Technologies
Spark Awards
St. Gobain
Tanner Goods
University of Oregon 
WACOM
ZIBA
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Part of the value of IDSA to its members and the design community 

is its ability to challenge existing methods for developing new services and im-

plementing changes to programs. These challenges keep the Society fresh and 

rewarding for both existing and new members. It can also present financial chal-

lenges to the Society.

The 12 months ending December 31, 2007 presented IDSA such a financial chal-

lenge. This was a year that challenged many design initiatives and programs, as 

well as member benefits and infrastructure needs. Many of these are summarized 

in this annual report.

The biggest challenge was to continue to provide a professional level of service and 

benefits that members deserve, while orchestrating the largest conference in the 

past 22 years and simultaneously positioning the Society to meet future opportuni-

ties. These challenges were faced head on, and although the financial results may 

not have met expectation, the quality of service and the rewards from successful 

programs certainly exceeded all expectations. 

During the year, IDSA generated revenue totaling $4,838,642 and expense totaling 

$5,520,048, producing a change in net assets of $(681,406). At year end, IDSA had 

net assets totaling $447,850 and was positioned to embark on a period of rede-

signing design, redefining the membership experience and rebuilding the Society’s 

financial strength. 

The following Consolidated Balance Sheet and charts show the composition of 

the Society’s assets, liabilities and net assets as of December 31, 2007, and the 

Consolidated Statement of Activities and chart show the sources of revenue and 

expense for the 12 months then ended. 

Financial Report
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET

As of December 31, 2007 

    

ASSETS 

Current Assets: 

Cash and cash equivalent  $517,704 

Accounts receivable  70,378 

Prepaid expense and deposits  33,121 

 

     Total Current Assets  $621,203 

Fixed Assets  $223,234 

Other Assets: 

Unrestricted investments  $84,975 

Gianninoto scholarship  50,360 

Undergraduate scholarship  316,514 

     Total Other Assets  451,849 

Total Assets  $1,296,286 

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS 

Current Liabilities: 

Accounts payable  $404,954 

Chapter dues payable  24,530 

Deferred membership dues  391,164 

Other deferred items  27,788 

     Total Current Liabilities  $848,436 

 

 

Net Assets: 

Unrestricted  $80,976 

Permanently restricted  366,874 

     Total Net Assets  $447,850 

Total Liabilities and Net Assets  $1,296,286 

Other Assets 35%

Fixed Assets 17%

Current Assets 48%

Net Assets 35%

Current Liabilities 65%
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES 

For the Year Ending December 31, 2007

REVENUE  

Membership  $757,431 

Education  222,595 

Conferences  2,710,724 

Awards Programs  510,635 

Publications  452,707 

Other  184,550 

Total Revenue  $4,838,642 

Change In Net Assets 

Net Assets, beginning of year 

Net Assets, end of year 

EXPENSE  

Membership  $235,854 

Education  166,836 

Conferences  3,579,295 

Awards Programs  285,335 

Publications  538,785 

Other  713,942 

Total Expense  $5,520,047 

  $(681,405)

  1,129,255 

  $447,850 

Membership
Education

Conferences
Awards Programs

Publications
Other

Revenue

Expense

$-

$500,000

$1,000,000

$1,500,000

$2,000,000

$2,500,000

$3,000,000

$3,500,000

$4,000,000

Revenue & Expense
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“ I’ve made nearly three trips per month 
 carrying the IDSA flag in an effort to 
 rally the design community.”

– Frank Tyneski, IDSA Executive Director



As I approach the close of my first full year as IDSA’s 

executive director, I find myself one part exhausted and three parts exhilarated. 

In the 10 months since I accepted the honor and challenge that comes with my 

post, I’ve made nearly three trips per month carrying the IDSA flag in an effort to 

rally the design community. I’ve engaged with our Patrons. I’ve reached out to 

executives in sibling industries. And I’ve met and shook the hands of more than 

1,800 IDSA members and ID leaders. I shudder to think of my carbon footprint, but 

I believe that every second of every trip offered its own reward. 

While we’ve kept the engine running this year with many of our legacy programs, 

we’ve also screwed in some brand new programs and lifted the sheet on some 

future initiatives we think will help IDSA continue to advocate, educate, inform and 

unite the design community. 

Personally, I’m most excited about the new web site and providing content-rich, 

multi-modal programming that will see us create some new partnerships and fur-

ther engage with some of our most steadfast allies. There will be much news to 

report to you in the months to come about some great ideas we all hope will be-

come reality. 

I have been humbled by the excitement shown and the deep commitment many 

of you have made to IDSA during my first year on the job. We really are just getting 

started and I’m extremely eager to begin our next lifetime together. 

 


